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ABSTRAKSI

Law No 22 year 2009 about traffic regulation and road transportation is replacement from laws no 14 year 1992. In laws No 22 year 2009 there is additional information; section 107 articles 2 about compulsion the light turning in the day time for motor vehicle. Therefore, the writer lifts problems; How justice sense of motor vehicle user in territory of jurisdiction in jombang police resort, the step which done by jombang police officer applying section 107 article 2 and Resistor factor faced by police officer. In this research, the writer use justice sense in law knowledge, only 48% understanding law, law attitude 48%, understanding about the significance and law purpose from 24 responder which understand and is not equivalent namely 0,5%, while compliance of law yielded from 12 responder which will execute quite a lot namely 0,58%, from 50 responder, for the step which conducted by police officer is dividing every superintendant socialize this rule to all of motor vehicle user besides in their essence duty, to be more clarify, they have to do preventive, repressive and curative action, however, if there is resistance faced by police officer, they overcome with effort go and out which entangling police officer and road user. Writer suggestion in applying road of section 107 article 2, police officer have to be more intensively in sosialization and also braid cooperation with education institute, banks, local goverment, etc, moreover, the society have to expose their selves to new rule and execute that rule better, so there is no collision especially traffic collision happened.
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